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O. INTRODUCTION. In two papers (Mattina 1994, Mattina and Mattina 1995) I have insisted that Okanagan 

has two prefixes, similar in form and function, but different in morphophonemic behavior, these being /d
'likely to be,' and ks- 'future.' And because, further, they attach to different stems to yield different kinds 

of words, we have argued that they are not allomorphs of a single morpheme, but rather separate entities. 

Here first I review the Ok facts; then I present my reading of the related facts in other languages of the 

Interior. I need to evaluate these more thoroughly before I can propose a historical reconstruction. 

I. Ok kt- to-be. This prefix participates in two different constructions. 

1.1. POSSESSED TO-BE NOMINALS. In Ok there are nominal forms with /d- 'Iikely-to-be' where the loss of 
t before s is clear: 

Ili-kt-citx"/1 

/Ii-kt-s+qlaw/l 

ikicitx" 

iksqlaw 
my house-to-be 

my money-to-be 

1.2. TO-BE PREDICATE NOMINALS. A construction that for some time I considered aberrant, but that I now 

acknowledge as regular, is exempli lied by the following cases: 
k" .)ct-ilmix ";>m you will be a chief I are a chief-to-be 
anw! I<" .)ct-wapupx;>n You will be Lynx (myth: said by the son as he transforms his 

father into a lynx) 

Out of context /(" Jd-ilmtx"'Jm is likely to be interpreted as 'you have a chief,' but /(" Jd-wdpupxan is less 

likely to be interpreted as 'you have a lynx.' The homophony of /d- 'to-be' and /d- 'have' had me looking 

elsewhere for the interpretation that N. Mattina pointed out in Mattina and Mattina 1995. These forms are 

predicate nominals, and are interpreted as other nouns would be, e.g. /(" J/"l1cqan 'you are a haf 

(/(" ,J:-fraCqn-am 'you are wearing a hat). 

2. Ok ks- future. This prelix is added to verb stems, and the resulting forms are of two types: one is a verb 

conjugated with the possessive (and genitive) person marker set(s) in the singular, and with the ergative 
markers in the plural; the other a verb form conjugated with the absolutive person marker set. 

2. I. Ok ks- future verbs with possessive person markers. These forms consist of a possessive person 

marker; ks- future; and a verb stem: 

I am going to eat it 

'I thank Dale Kinkade and Aert Kuipers for important comments and suggestions. All errors are mine 
alone. 
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iksK"'fnam 

iksK"'ul'am 
ikstqam 

iksqal'witam 
iksk"'?am 
iksk"'a?k~?am 

iksnwislxstam 

I am going to try something 

I am going to lix something. 
I am going to touch something. 
I am going to step over something. 
I am going to bite something. 

I am going to chew something. 
I am going to step over something. 

They can further take genitive inflection as in the following examples: 2 

I(jkstqam J am going to touch you. 

k"lVlkstqam You are going to touch me. 
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All these are verb forms that, with singular referents, are what I have shown; and with plural referents 
include transitive suffixes and ergative markers: 

kswik;>nt;>m We are going to see it. 
kSwfk":mtam i?JqIaw't<lt We are going to hide our money. 

Note that the forms discussed so far mark person reference with the same set of affixes that nouns and to-be 
nouns take, as in these examples: 

k" jnl?iw You are my father. 
I<"lVlnl?fw I am your father. 

k" jnxmfnk I like you. 
k"lVlnxmfnk You like me. 
I<" jkitkatmilx" You are going to be my wife. 

Negative request verb forms also take ks- future, and these words can be based on intransitive, middle, or 
transitive stems, e.g. 

lut aks?ft:m don't eat 
lut aks?ftnam 

lut akstwfn~m 

lut I<"lVlkstq"alq"i1st<lm 

don't eat it 

don't leave him/her/it 

don't talk to me 
lut I<"vkskam 'ftfm ist:lt:lm'tfm' don't take away my clothes 

2.2. Ok ks- future verbs with absolutive person markers. ks- 'future' together with -(mfx)a"x make future 
intransitive forms which are conjugated with the absolutive person reference set, as in these examples: 

'What I call the genitive marker set differs from the abso/utive set in the 1st sg form. Genitive: k"~ 
kW

"" 0, k·~ p"" 0 -Ix; absolutive: k:lf\.-, k""" 0, k·~ p"" 0 -Ix . 
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(strong stems) 

k:m)<s?ftxa?x 
k:ll\)<sxWa?x Wfsta?x 

k:ll\J<sx"tiya?x 
k:ll\J<sqw:llqwf1ta?x 

(weak stems) 

k:ll\)<sk'aymfxa?x 

k:ll\)<sA:lpmfxa?x 

k:ll\J<sk':lwpmixa?x 
k:ll\)<sk'awcnmixa'>x 

k:ll\J<sA:a?~a?mfxa?x 

k:ll\)<sA:a?mixa?x 

k:ll\)<sc'qmixa?x 

k:ll\)<s<lp'mfxa?x 

I am / will be going to sleep, 

I am / will be going to walk, 

I am I will be going to go. 

I am / will be going to talk. 

I am / will be going to fall hunt 

I am / will be going to stop 
1 am / will be going to shut up 

I am / will be going to get quiet 
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I am / will be going to look for something 

I am / will be going to fetch something 

I am i will be hitting 

I am / will be hitting 

Of some interest is the allomorphy of ks- with the second singular proclitic k'"~you: the k of ks- is lost in 

normal speech, though it is restored in careful speech: 

k"J?itxa?x 

k"Jx"a?x"ista?x 

k"Jx"uya?x 
k"Jq"<llqwf1ta?x 

k"Jk'aymfxa?x 

k"Jl'lpmixa?x 

k" Jk'<lwpmixa?x 

k" js?itxa?x 

k" jsxWa?xWista?x 

IC' jsxWuya?x 
IC' jsqw<llqwf1ta?x 

IC' jsk'aymfxa?x 

IC' jsl'lpmfxa?x 

IC' jsk'<lwpmfxa?x 

you are / will be ~oing to sleep, 

you are / will be going to walk. 

you are / will be going to go. 

you are / will be going to talk. 

you are / will be going to fall hunt 

you are / will be going to stop 

you are / will be going to shut up 

In sum, verbs take ks- jurllrl', and nouns take kt- lO-be. It so happens that the loss of t before s in the 

nouns discussed in 1.1. makes those forms look like the verb forms listed here-verb forms that contain the 

sequence ks- 'future; intent.' But the ks- of these verb forms3 has to be kept separate from the kt- 'likely

to-be' morpheme, for reasons that match the separation of English {-Z} 'plural of regular nouns' from {-Z} 

'3rd sg, of verbs:' they are. in complementary distribution, but their functions and morpho-syntax are 

different. 

3. OTHER OK S- (NOT NOMINAL) FORMS. One of the reasons I rule out a connection between ks- fulure and 

the {s-} which Salishanists refer to as lIomillaiizer is that I don't see the s- of ks- doing the things expected 

of nominalizers, at least in the future verb forms. Another is the presence in the language of a morpheme 

3Where -m can be viewed as signaling an (indefinite) object. 
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{s-} which seems to mark/illl/re, or inrenrion. Here first I review constructions with s- intent; subsequently 

I present a construction with 5-••• -5 Sf{/rr ro, which, similarly, points me away from s- nominal; finally, by 

way of contrast, I list some forms with s- nominalizer, 

3.1. s- intenf, In lesson three of our Okanagan primer titled l(LJlSfylxcan, Sarah Peterson and I introduce 

students to s- inrent as follows: 
is"'ac'am is a word that consists of four parts: 

i- my; s- intent; "'ac' look ar; -Calm verb ending 

An informal translation of the word is I want ro look af il. 

In a sentence like /llima? is<'6c'am. the word hUma?, generally rendered in English with please, confers to 

the utterance a tone that is captured by the English Please let me look at if. Other examples with s- intent 

are: 

isk""in-:lm 

isk""tll'-<lm 

istqa-m 

isq<ll'wft-<lm 
isk""?a-m 

isn+wis+lx+st-<lm 

I want to try it 

I want to fix it. 

I want to touch it. 

I want to step on it. 

I want to bite it. 

I want to lift it. 

Other than in this primer. I have not discussed this construction. My thinking at present is that the i-ks-... 
forms discussed in 2.1. are fi/fllrt' forms; the i-5-••• forms discussed in this section are intent forms. 

3.2. s- ... -s Slal1 /0. There is a construction in Ok that consists of a simple intransitive verb circum fixed 

with s- ... -S, and conjugated with the absolutive person markers (k<lTL. IC'~, 0, IC'~ p"" 0 -Ix), 

?ayxaxa? j? IC'UJim 'ay'xtwix"s. 

In a while we started talking to one another. (NB 25, p. 81) 

m'ay'xit<ln ui lC'u IC'li .. wt u1 0111' 0 'clock u'i ixi'> IC'UJi?at?ihns, 

I told stories, and we sat, and at I we ate. (nb 25 p. 82) 

ixi'> spix<lms<llx, 

They started to hunt. 

I have found these forms difficult to elicit-but they are common in the texts I have recorded, I don't know 

the best analysis of these forms, but I am reluctant to identify this s- with {s-} nominalizer. 

3.3. s- nominalizer. I do recognize constructions like the following as third person possessed nominals: 
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fi put i? s:mp'{p'sXa?ts, c'xi It axli.? j?~lJable mat j?Ji:mp'ip'sXa?ts. 

Not too big, big like this table. NB27-24 (lit. their bigness) 

mat ax;i? i?JlOve pipe j?Ji?ir·;ik~k~s. 

Maybe curved (like ?) a stove pipe. NB 27-27 (lit. its curvedness) 

fi put i?JiP;}p-hita?ts. 
About this thick. (lit. its thickness-no plural reference) 
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I do not know, however, how these forms should be differentiated from other similar looking constructions, 

such as the following: 
way lut sJl:asts i? cawts i? ktcawts i? sn:xJsilx·s. 
Things that are going to happen to his people are not good. (nb 25, p. 87) 

rant i? sqWm'iwts k::m fa? cm'aya?m. 

Look, it was a long time I told stories. (nb 25 p.83) 

sx""'iysc. 
Ifs really raining. (nb 25 p. 84A) 

4. RELATED FORMS IN INTERIOR SALISH. The other Interior languages show constructions that parallel the 

Ok ones. Generally speaking, ks- sequences have been analyzed as underlying kt-s-. When the s is not the 

root or stem-initial segment, this s- has been identified as the nominalizer S-. 

I think that evidence can be found in all the languages of the Interior that the Ok situation, with ks

distinct from kt-, is not an innovation, but reflects a multiplicity of proto-Interior Salish forms, probably as 
follows: a particle *k, a prefix ·5- intent, and a prefix kt-. In this paper I review the appropriate literature 

and data. I have yet to extend my inquiry beyond the Interior. 

4. I. SUMMARY OF FORMS RELATED TO OK kt- AND ks-. Cr has (a) a form Icl1t fret! cognate with Ok 

kt-. Cr also has (b) a prefix s- which Reichard labels 'intentional' and which is certain to be related to the 

Ok s-. 
For the cognate forms in Kalispel, Vogt seems to have recognized two affixes (that would parallel the 

Ok) qt-, and (q)s-. V calls (a) forms with qf- 'subjunctive nouns.' He also reports (b) an alternation qs -
s. V calls the forms with s- 'semi-nominal forms' that "have been integrated in the verbal system" (p. 41). 

These latter (b) forms parallel the Ok ks- forms. 
Amongst what Kuipers calls Sh 'hypothetical-indeterminate articles,' one finds (a) k (not kt) 'absolutive 

hypothetical-indeterminate.' Such "hypothetical articles," says K, "are found especially in interrogative, 

imperative and conditional sentences, in negative sentences, and in sentences referring to the future" (p. 
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57). In addition, Sh has (b) a prefix ?s- which, K says, "may be translated (in order) 10." (The s- 00 this 

prefix is cognate with Cr s- 'inten.' and with the (k)s- prefixes of the other Interior languages, and I (not 
Kuipers) propose to not identify it with s- 'nominalizer.' 

Thompson, too, has (a) an 'unrealized' particle k (not kt), and (b) forms with s- where the S can be seen 

as performing the intentional or future function of the cognate s- in the other languages. 

Lilloet has (a) a postclitic J(a)t which van Eijk glosses 'remote future, possibility;' I find in van Eijk 
no mention of something that could be identified as .\'- 'intentional,' but in the midst of his discussions of 

forms with S-, I find evidence that Li, too, has (b) an s- the function of which parallels the Cr 'inten. ' 

I have insufficient Cm data to discuss them here.' 

Summary of forms 

Ok s- k~- ks-

Cr s- Cet.... 
Ka-FI-Sp qt- (q)s-

Sh s- ~ 
Th s- ~ 
Li s- ~t 

4.2. COEUR D'ALENE. Reichard discusses a particle Ici1t !eet! 'immediate or continuing future' in sections 

299 and 757-768 of her grammar. In section 299 R says: 

299. So, intentional. Most commonly this prefix is used to express intention in the immediate future 

in which case it is preceded by tci1t, which seems to be a free particle but which. because of t, its 

unstable ending, assimilates to the following sounds so intimately as to make it seem a prefix and so 

I have written it in many cases. However, the intentional may appear without Ici1t. e.g., with h:Ji in 

which case it means "now I have decided to", "now after consideration I intend ... " (p. 578). 
In section 757 R says that cd "may be lISed of nouns or pronouns which are spoken of as existing in the 

future, or when implying a future relationship to the subject" (p. 666). In section 758 she adds that cd 
"modifies the meaning of verb-complexes and clauses in many ways and often requires the s-form of the 

verb." In sections 759-768 R lists and exemplifies several uses of cd, iildependently, or in conjunction with 

other forms. My discussion pays special attention to the form of cd: (a) whether it occurs by itself; (b) as 
ces (which R analyzed < cd-s); and (c) as cet ... -s (where cd and s- are at some distance from one 

another). 

I consider first the forms where cd (and not ces) is found. There are six examples in section 757. 
The second, third; and fourth examples of the group parallel the Ok likely-Io-be forms (in all the examples 

to follow the hyphens are as found in Reichard, the transliteration is mine): 

I. eet-hi-c'-ftn my food to be 

41 still have not had time to study some Cm data that Dale Kinkade has made available to me. 
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2. a-ce1-i-sin·~ac-~ac·fna~ made to be thy ear ornaments 
3. na? gWiy'-e-s-cet-?use? when they finished getting what were to be eggs 

Note that while in Ok the (genitive/possessive) person marker precedes /d-, the order of morphemes in Cr 

is cd - person marker. Synchronically in Cr the order of morphemes in forms with the possessive person 

markers is different from the order of morphemes in forms with the absolutive person markers, as follows: 

cd - possessive person marker 

absolutive person marker - cd 
and this might be a clue to the distribution of the allomorphs of the possessive prefixes (see Ok in- - i-; 

an- - a_).5 Note also that in 3. s- 'nom.' (R's analysis) precedes cet, and that cet is deeply embedded in 

the compound. 
A fourth example (the first Reichard gives) shows cet separated from the person marker by another 

morpheme, at which she glosses 'belong:' 
4. cd-ol-is-n(k""-elem.t'" they are to belong to thy tribe 

Reichard analyzes: "(in-s- .... is-; 01-. belong; in-, thy; s-, nom.; nik"", be made one; -i/iJIIU"', person)." 

The fifth example has two instances of cd in it: 
5. ce1-c-s-eet-qel-Dc'a? in order for us to get what is to be fresh meat 

Reichard analyzes: " (eet, fut.intent.; e-, we; s- inten. with cet; cet, fut. referring to meat; qel, fresh; 

-i/c'e?, inside, meat)." Here we have a form with absolutive (not genitive / possessive) person inflection, 

with the person marker occupying a different slot than in the previous examples. This example is repeated 
in the next page (and translated 'in order that we may get fresh meat), section 767, as one of two examples 

showing that "cet functions as a verbal element as well as a nominal one" (p. 667). I give the other 

example that shows the "double function" of cet here, pointing out that, in fact, there are three occurrences 

of cet in the example's two words: 
5b. lute-ce-s-Iut.s ee-s-cey-;:mfs-s, she must go, not the her would refusing to the future her 

going [sic] 

lute-ce-s-lUt.s is parallel to Ok lUi k~/IIlS, an idiomatic expression that I have had translated 'there's no nos 

about it;' 'no ifs ands or buts.' ce-s-cey'-;/II(s-s, not analyzed by R beyond the hyphens, has cet-, s-, cet

(we learn from note (93) that "cet-s- vowel stem initial before accented syllable cey'-" (p.699);6 see also 

ex. 23 below), s- etc. 

5 As Dale Kinkade has suggested out to me, the order of morphemes, different in the various languages, 
may help explain the allomorphy of Ok i(n)-, a(n)-. The nasalless allomorphs occur before s and (some) 
t's, and before ks- fUlUre, and kt- 10 be. If, at some earlier stage of OK the possessive prefixes occurred 
following kt- and before the stem, the allomorphs of the possessive prefixes would be nasalless when 
preceding s- nominalizer. The possessives would then have remained nasa1less after their position had 
shifted to precede kt- (and ks-). 

6Reichard explains that "s before a vowel becomes y'" (p.546.124), and Kinkade points out that "this 
looks more as if s becomes y before ?, and then this y? becomes y' (p.c.)" 
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The final example of the section, cases of "nouns or pronouns which are spoken of as existing in the 

future," is: 
6. ce1-k"-?;,I·eng Wat they are to belong to thee 

And this is probably the 'pronoun' (eng"'ar 'you sg. ') R refers \0 in the description just quoted. Here too 

we have an absolutive pronoun that follows cd. 
I will divide the remaining examples into two groups: cases with cd-, and cases with ces- < cet-s-. 

Reichard does not discuss the behavior of td before s,' but in note (9) to the" Analyzed lext, Muskrat 

Trespasses" that concludes her grammar, Reichard spells out her interpretation of the allomorphy of cat- / 
ca- before s. There, referencing the form utcllsq(!t"C 'again she went to dig roots' she says: 

cMos > clls-; ut- again; ciit, fut; s- inten.; qi!t"c, "potatoes" which grow in the water. A noun' 

with this construction may mean "go to get .... • (p. 694). 

One may want to infer that the t of ciit is regularly lost before S,8 but that cannot be the case, because in 
"Muskrat Trespasses" we find cetseglV('( 'who would it beT In the footnote to the form, Reichard sends 

readers to notes 9, 181. Note 9 is the one just given; note 181 links se!t"et with the gloss 'who is itT In 

short, ts- < cat·s cannot be a correct analysis. 

Here are the nine examples that show Clis. which R analyzes as < cMos: 

7. u-ces·in-mel'ps it was just about to boil 

8. ee-s-k"'et'p-~ms 

9. Ces-gWict-~ms 

10. lut ci?t ces-rek~-;:mcut 

II. k"m' lut xest ces-gWic-celp 

12. hoy X'e ces-c-sef ·ntx· 

13. hoy lustus )(e ces·c·sef -ntS 

14. X'e ees-qey-ntx' 

IS. xWe ees-cs-taX'x' 

16. u-cas-tar-nts 

he was going to pull it off (his shirt) 
(he was looking at it) to see it 

not there to lie down 

then not well you should see me 

stop watChing her in the future 

now she refused to take care of her 

(thou hast learned) how thou shouldst write it 

(I) who should be the one to die 

just as he untied it preparatory to ... 

These peculiarities should be noted: Reichard segments COs in 8 (and twice in 5b), and leaves cs unsegment

ed the rest of the time; and she has a (cas) in 16, the lowered variant of e before uvulars, pharyngea1s and 

r. It should also be noted that 8. and 9. are similar transitive constructions with different roots; JI is 

transitive and has the same root as 9; 12 and 13 are parallel transitive constructions with different person 

referents; also transitive are 13 and 16. 10 is reflexive; and the remaining examples, 7 and 15, are 

intransitive. We see that R analyzes the s- of these examples as 'intentional,' and not s- 'nom.,' the two 

occupy different slots in the word (see example 3). 

I refer again to note 9, where Reichard identifies s- as 'inten,'and follow that lead to sections 346-

355 of her grammar, where she explicates the "several forms of expression" she calls intentional. 

'She does say that "Final t of an element assimilates to following s, c, y' 
I-s > so. (p. 550, section 145). 

8See Post's attempt, discussed in 3.2, to sort out what s's cause the losss of t. 
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Intentional "is fonned from parts already familiar to us, and because of s- tends to become confused with 

the nominal form. It has nevertheless a distinct meaning." (p. 586). In the following 9 sections Reichard 

elaborates. In 347 she says that "[t]he intentional may be used without a modifying element but it is not 

common," and gives three forms: 
17. s-~itus-cem'-t-tmet lefs go fetch it from him . 

18. s-cun-~t-m-it-t3m it was to be shown for him 

19. k"-s-tuy'-ac'~-t-t;lm it is to be looked at for thee 
These three forms show a prefix s- which follows the subject proclitics. if present. In fact, in section 353 

Reichard explains that "[t]he intentional transitive completive represents a simple form of the verb with s
prefix" (p. 587); she then gives a table of the complete paradigm, the first three entries of which are: 

1-2 lC"is- .... -am, I intend to .... thee 

1-3 his-.... -am. I intend to .... him 

1-2p IC"piS-... -dlll. I intend to .... you 
The paradigm corresponds to the Okanagan paradigm that I call genitive. R also exemplifies a construction 

she calls 'intransitive completive,.' consisting of "cllf- fut. - pronominal subject - s- inten. - stem." The 

six examples she lists are: 

20. cllt-Ci-s-c8-;)/1. I am to go along (for cat-l!in-s-) 

21. cilt-lC"-s-gWic, thou art to see 
22. cil-s-nfc '-;)/1II, he is to cut (for clJt-s-nfc '-amI)9 
23. cat-c-y'-(fn, we are to eat (for cot-c-s-ftn) 
24. cot-IC"P-y·oc·-acqi·? you are to go out (for cot-lC"p-s-6c'-acqe?, c before stem initial vowel > 

c') 

25. ce-s-,·ap-scent-il.;r (clls-r'lI-r'lIp-scbll). they are to shoot something indefinite 

In sum. R's data sugg~st that there is a morpheme cet (R calls it a 'particle, but she writes it as a 
prefix).10 There is also .1'- ·intentinnal.' The data further show that 'intentional' and 'future' often co-

~he suffix -aml corresponds to the -mix- of Ok -mlx-a?x. I have not been able to find a section in 
Reichard's grammar where the suffix is discussed in full. There are various references to it, though, as, for 

example, the following: 
350. If an indefinite object is implied the form is exactly the same except that verbs which take -;m 
in the preceding case take -,lnLL. (p. 587). 

Note 93 of the Muskrat Trespasses text refers to the form cey 'uclC"mI 'about to bathe' (a form which, 

incidentally, contains the cd- prefix): 
(93) cet-s- vowel stem initial before accented syllable> cey'-; see note 9; uclC" bathe; -amI inten. 

with indef. obj. 
IOSpealdng of "many particles difficult to classify," R says: "They often stand alone seeming to be 

independent and again they influence the form of the verb, assimilate to its parts, and in so doing, lose their 
unsupported identity. Some of these I have written as affixes (prefixes chiefly). Others which stand 
midway between independence and affixes I discuss here once more, since they at times seem to hold the 
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occur, normally at some distance from each other, occasionally contiguously, thus causing some reinterpre

tation on the part of speakers, and eventually, problems of analysis for linguists. Both the "double function" 

(nominal and verbal) of cet and the presence of two cet-Iike morphs in a single form, suggest two prefixes, 

ces- and cet-, one a!U/llre (with verbs); the other a Io-be (with nouns). Historically it will probably be 

possible to conn~t Cr ces with a full-flegded "independent" particle *k found in Proto Interior Salish. 

4.3. KALISPEL-FLATHEAD-SPOKANE. 

4.3.1. VOOT. Vogt lists two affixes that correspond to the two Okanagan affixes, kt-. ks-. Instead of the 

expected C, each of these has q. This signals either an irregular development, ot borrowing from Ok. First 

I discuss qt-. In his discussion of Nouns Vogt explains that "The nouns have a subjunctive, formed by the 

prefix qt-, or q- before initial s-" (p. 27). He gives examples based on the two stems cia" 'house' and 

ilamlxum 'chier as follows: 

cia" house (JfcirxW Lat. domus sit 

ciqtilamlxum I am going to be chief 

IC"qtiJamlxum Thou art going to be chief 

iqtiJiJI1Ilxum he is going to be my chief 

aqtilamlxum he is going to be thy chief 

Two observations. First. these examples do not show the equivalent of Ok It!''uJdilmlX''ms 'I am his chief

to-be.' Second, ciqtildllllxum 'I am going to be chier is the exact equivalent of Ok kilnJdilmlX"m 'I am 

going to be chier (see section 1.2.). 
There are in thi~ section no examples of q(t)- before S-. One such can be found in section 47, where 

Vogt refers to another, related, alternation, that between qe? and qa. After he explains that "final 

glottalization" is "lost in the personal prefix qe?- before the particles qt- (q) and s-" (p. 22) he gives: 

qe?cftX" our house qaqtcftx!' this is going to be our house 

qe?esiJl1len 'x!"i we are smoking qaqsiJI1Ien 'x!"i we are going to smoke 

The lowering of e to a is attributable to the adjacent post-velar; the difference between the two forms 

invites two interpretations, one that posits a single prefix qt- and leaves the presence of s- unexplained; 11 

the other that posits two prefixes. (Jf- and qs- and recognizes two different forms based on (different) class 

membership. 

Such forms are found again in sections 106-108 where Vogt discusses "Semi-nominal Forms," "nominal 

forms with the prefix s- [that] have been integrated in the verbal system" (p. 41). In section 108 Vogt states 

that "There is a close relation between the pure s- forms and the forms with the expanded prefix qs- < 

verb-complex together; still others are independent" (p. 664). 
IIMore than unexplained. It should give those who want to interpret the following s- as 'nominalizer' 

pause to discover the s- present in the least noun-like constructions, and absent from the most noun-like 
constructions, but this is in fact what has usually been done_ 
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*qt-s. Some of the s- fonns and qs- forms are interchangeable: qesamen'x"'i and qaqsamen'x"'i let us 

smoke" (p. 41). The last form is the one discussed above. The "interchangeability" of these forms may 
parallel the Ok ks- future s- imellf forms. 

Immediately after the "Semi-nominal Forms," in section 109 Vogt discusses "Subjunctive Forms" and 

the affix qs-. Vogt interprets all qs- as qt- "always combined with s-." The section in its entirety reads as 

follows (line numbers inserted for reference purposes): 

Subjunctive Forms 
109. The subjunctive forms are not all s- forms, but they will be dealt with here as they form 

2 one morphological unit. 
3 The prefixes are qt-, a/ways combined [emphasis minej with S-, to give qs-, and qe-. The 
4 aspect-suffixes remain unchanged. 

5 
6 Continuative 
7 The prefixes qs- and qe- are both used, apparently without appreciable difference of meaning. 

8 The continuative prefix es- is dropped after qs-. Before the preverb et, only qe- is used. We get 

9 thus, from tinesafmti I am getting mad: tiqsalmti I am going to be mad or tiqe?esalmti, 
10 ciqe?etalmri or ciqe?etesafl1l1i I am going to be mad again; cineskUpi I am pushing > ciqskUpi, 
II ciqe?esklipi; yeskUpam I am pushing him > iqe?eskupam. The qs- forms are frequent, theqe?es-

12 forms are recorded: 11.4, III. I. 4, V.4. 18, vm. 5, IX 43, XI. 21. qe?etas- X. 23. 
13 The ciqs- forms of class II and III are inflected as the independent nouns: ciqsalmti, IC"qsafmti, 

14 qsafmri, pI. qasqsafmli, pqslIlmli, qsai'mri. The iqs- forms of class IV as the dependent nouns: 
15 iqskupam, aqskUpam, qsklipilms, pI. qaqskupam, qskUpamp, qskU?pams. 

16 Completive 

17 110. The prefixes are qs-, and qe- before t>'f-: cinaimt I get mad > ciqsafmt, tiqe?etafmt; 

18 cinkupam I push> ciqskli,MI11, ciqe?etklip,ml; kUpiin J push him> qskupan (qe?etkupan?). 
19 There are some instances of qes- in prohibitive sentences (X. 20. XVII. 2).'2 

The form V questions in line' 18 is the only transitive form of the lot-a possible "conjecture" of V's. We 

see that s (of qe?s) is lost before et- 'again,' as it is in Okanagan. And we see that there are more 

12Jn Flathead Egesdal has implicitly assumed the former composition (by regularly interpreting FI 'Is as 
qt-s 'irrealis - nominalizer'); similarly Thomason. [Check Carlson]. 

II 
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occurrences of qs- than there are of q('?s-. In fact, V says there are eight such recorded (lines 11-12). 
These are: 

JI4 qe~eti~ap tugeyu qe~eso'l'usI3 

We went back to where the fire-place was going to be 
JIB ta J("qe~esxui 

You shall not go 
IJI4 X';ll' ta qstam esiya? u qe~esqHq;ltti 

V4 
because everyone has to be awake 
X'al' ne qe~espu'pewlSi 
so he could breathe 

V 18 p;ln' iqe~es;lmfm IIlqe?sXip 

J want to know for sure 
VlU5 xuis k'"iqe~esac';Jx;Jm 

Go, I'll be watching you. 
IX43 qe?esqw;Jyquft sqelix" 

There will be many people ('!) 

XI21 ex' ta J("qs;lnC';)l'ep;Jm 

ex' ta k"qe~esanc';ll'epdm 
don't behave like a fool (lit. like a coyote) 

The forms with qe?es may be the reOexes of constructions with a particle qe(?) and the aspect prefix es-; 
XJ21 shows how qe?es ,came to vary' with qs-, the particle merging with the 'inten' prefix (my analysis); the 

lone case of qe?et- is regular (see lines 7-8), and parallels the morphophonology of the equivalent Ok 
forms. 

4.3.2. POST. In subsection c) of section C. "Remarks about moods and tenses," Post says that "When it [the 
imperative] conveys the absolute will of the commander ... the Subjunctive is to be used, e.g. 

AKS GUIZLTEM, thou must give it to him" (p. 37). 
The section continues with the following: 

"The Subjunctive is also used to express the, Latin gerundive, e.g. 
CHIKS KOLKUELTI, I have,the wish to talk" (p. 37). 

In P's grammar J see no section that deals with "subjunctive," but in a section titled "The personal 
characteristics [of the first class of verbs]" Post lists: 

SUBJ Pres. - CHIKS, I; kU KS, thou; KS, he; KAEKS, we; P KS, you; KO, they, 

Pres. ConI. CHJKAES; KUKAES; KAES; KAKAES; PKAES; KAES 

13Later in this sentence, V writes "xu?ft tu?qaqtsxx'Uk'"'e? (qaqsll'uk'we~ '1)." This is interesting 
because it shows the sequence 'Its tentatively emended (in V's word a "conjecture") to eliminate the t, 
which, apparently he had recorded. The phrase means 'loIS of firewood-to-be,' a noun phrase, 
tu?qaqtsKK'uk'"'e? 'our firewood-to-be.' 

12 
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The characteristic of the subjunctive, KS, becomees KL before a definite verbified, noun, e.g. Chiks 

ilimigui, I want to be a chief. 

Chikl ilimigum, I want to be the chief. 

(Dict I, p.234) 

KS becomes KAES in the continuate, e,g. 

Chikaes ilimigu, I want always to be a chief." (p. 36). 

The parenthesized reference is to the Giorda Dictionary. The translations with "want" accord with the 

"inten." reading I am suggesting is appropriate for S-. 

On page 26 of his grammar Post lists the "possessive pronouns" both "absolute, and in "composition." 

The latter have two shapes, "Present & Past," and "Subj. and Fut." "Present & Past are the possessive in
an- etc. The "Subj. and Fut." are the possessive with "kl," forms that he translates "is to be mine, or: I 

want, wish to have, to do ... " (p. 26), 

It is here that he states "Final I'. of Subjunctive and Future is likewise dropped before S not radical" (p. 

26).'4 In summary, as we have seen. Post says that qs- becomes qt-, and that qt- becomes qs-. 
In section 4.1.4. of her edition of father Posfs grammar, Speck synthesizes P's discussion and gathers 

all the pertinent examples as follows: 

4.1.4. gi- 'subjunctive' 

qt- 'subjunctive' occurs in both transitive and intransitive constructions. t of qt- is deleted before s
. nominal' , es· 'actual', ct· 'back', and I'f't- 'have'. n of tin, in-, and an- deletes, and qe? 'first person 

plural' ... qa? before qt-. (See 2,9,) 

Subjunctives translate into English as two fairly distinct typesof constructions, the first expressing 

'wishing; obligation; future', and the second a 'dative of advantage'. 

4.1.4.1. qt- 'wishing; obligation; future' 

ci q-s-xs-t-i 'I want to be good. ' 

ci q-es-Xs-t-i 
q-s-k'wul' -n 

q-es-k'wul' -s-t-n 

i-qt-n6xw-nox' 
ci q_s_qWI_qWelt_i 

'I want always to be good.' 

'I want to do it.' 

'I wanted always to do it.' 

'1 want her for my wife,' (D II p. 430) 

'I have the wish to talk.' 

ci q-es-i1mix· 'I want always to be a chief.' 

tu? irl t i-qs-')fm'S u es-c'q"aq"-i 

'On account of my wi~hing to start, he is crying. ' 

a-q-s-x"fc' -t-t-m 'Thou mltst give it to him. ' 

k"u a-q-s-xwic' -t-t-m s-')Hn 

ta q-s-?;.t-n-t-x" iu? es-xiw 

'YOlt mltst give me some food.' 

. Don't eat those not ripe. ' 

k"u a-q-s-k'"ul'-'l-t-m q'l-qix"·mll 'Make me a whip.' 

t'See footnote I. 
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k" q-s-tc'i-m 

k"ne u k" q-s-ic'i-m 

k"u q-s-?aym-t 

k"u q-s-?aym-t-i 

k"u cuw-i-s ci q-s-k"ul'-i 

iu? i-qs-k'"ul'-m 

tu? i-q-s-k'"ul' 

tu? i-q-s-c-k'"1l1' 

qa? qt-n-xs-etc'e? 

'You deserve to be flogged.' 

'You should be flogged.' 

'One must have been angry. 

'One must be angry. ' 

'He told me to work.' 

'my having to make if 

'what I have to make' 

'what I had to make' 

'Let us have clean vessels.' (D I p. 164) 

tu? q-s-k'"ul' -n-t-x" te? s-tem', k" q-s-C'aw-i 

'When you wish to do some work, you should pray.' 

k"en-t a-qt-ac-sqaxe?-tn Take your rope to tie your horse. ' 

ta a-q-et-k'"t-n-c's-tin, xi tlei? m C's-t-si-t-m-t 

'Sin no more, lest worse should befall thee.' (Bible p. 63) 

tu? ne k" q-s-n-mi-p-m-ist-i m kW C'aw-m 

'Before confessing you must pray.' 

'tu? q-s-XI-m-i, Sey C'aw-m 'Before dying, he prayed. ' 

'One may be chief.' 
'The house is for me (my house-to-be).' 
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k"u q-s-i1mfxw-m 

i-qt-citxw 

a-qt-sic'-m 

qt-q"ac-qi-s 

a-qt-n-lts-tfn 

'The blanket is for thee (thy future blanket).' 

'The hat is for him (his hat-to-be).' 

'It is for thy good (thy future good).' 
qt-xc-numt-s tu? i-s-q"se? 'It is a coat for my boy (my boys future coat).' 

k"en-t ye s-c'?ulix"-elxW, an-I?ew q'l-q'e?-Si-s 

'lake this deer skin for a pair of shoes for your father. ' 

k" swet tu? ne qa? q-el-cun-m tu? t Sey u qe? c-k"uI-t-l-t 

'Who art thou that we may tell it to those who sent us hither.' (Bible p. 50) 

ne q-s-m6s-qt-ilS 'when the fourth day will have come' 

q-s-nk'"u?-i 'one by one (things)' 

q-s-c-nq-naqs-i 

q-s-?eseI-i 

q-s-C' -esel-i 

'one by one (persons), 

'two hy two (things)' 

'two by two (persons)' 

4.1.4.2. qt- 'dative of advantage' 

qt-swet u k" es-k'"ul'-i 'For whom are you working?' 

i-qt-k"uy?e 'For me .• 

qt-cnitc 'For him.' 

ha qt-k"uy?e 'Is it for me?' 
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a-qt-anwi? 'It is for thee.' 

ha qa? qt-qe?nplt!? 'Is it for us?' (Speck 1980, pp. 51-53). 

These examples show: 
(1) noun forms with qt- 'to-be' (and my paraphrases): 

i-qi-n6x' -nox" 

qa? qt-n-xs-eice? 

a-qi-ac-sqaxe?-tn 

i-qi-citx' 

a-qi-sfc-m 

qi-q"ac-qi-s 

a-qi-n-x.s-tfn 

qi-xc-numt-s 

qi-qe?-sf-s 

qi-qix"-mn 

(2) transitive forms with q-s-: 
q-s-l{"ul'-n 

q-es-l{"ul'-s-t-n 

ta q-s-?it-n-t-xW 

q-s-l{"ul' -n-t-x" 

my wife-to-be 

our clean vessels-to-be 

your horse tying rope-to-be 

my house-to-be) 

thy blanket-to-be 

his hat-to-be 

thy future good 

'his coat-to-be 

his shoes-to-be 

a whip-to-be 

'I want to do if 

'I wanted always to do if 

'don', eat if 

'you want to do if 

(3) intransitive forms with q-s- and absolutive person markers: 

Ci q-s-lts-t-i 'I want to be good.' 

ci q-es-xs-t-i 

ci q-s-«I-qwelt-i 

ci q-es-ilmfx' 

I{" q-s-ici-m 

ci q-s-l{"ul'-i 

I{" q-s-c'aw-i 

I{" q-s-n-mi-p-m-ist-i 

q-s-Xl-m-i 

ne q-s-m6s-qt-m 

'I want always to be good.' 

'I have the wish to talk.' 

'I want always to be a chief.' 

'You deserve to be flogged.' (twice) 

'1 will work.' 

'you should pray 

'you will confess' 

'he will die' 

'when the fourth day will have come' 
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(4) some intransitive forms all representing a construction that remains unclear to me: 

q-s-nI{"',)?-i 

q-s-c-nq-naqs-i 

q-s-?esel-i 

q-s-C' -esel-i 

'one by one (things)' 

'one by one (persons)' 

'two by two (things)' 

·two by two (persons)' 
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(5) intransitive forms with (single) possessive inflection: 

i-qs-?fm's 

tu? i-qs-k"'ul'-m 

iu? i-q-s-k"'ul' 

iu? i-q-s-c-k"'ul' 

'my wishing to starf 

'my having to make it' 

'what I have to make' 

'what I had to make' 

(6) ditransitive forms with double possessive inflection: 
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a-q-s-x"ic'-t-t-m 'Thou must give it to him.' (thou will give his , .. ?) 

I{"u a-q-s-x"ic'-t-t-m 'You must give me some food.' (AND? thou will give my ... ?) 

I{"u a-q-s-k"ul'-t-t-m 'thou will make it for me.' (thou will make my ... ) 

(7) some forms with ~Wll that remain unclear to me: 

I{"u q-s-?aym-t 'One must have been angry. 

I{"u q-s-?aym-t-i 'One must be angry.' 

I{"u q-s-ilmix'-m 'One may be chief.' 

(8) some forms with q. before (e;t- 'back, again:' 

ta a-q-ei-k""i-n-c's-tin 

ne qa? q-et-cun-m 

'don't sin more I again' 

'we will say it back' 

The forms P labels 'dative of inlerest' are unfamiliar to me. They are reminiscent of the Ok constructions 

of the type 

ilmix"Jm ia? kitkimt1x' 'the chief's wife' 

where I have identified ~1- with 'have:' 'Ihe chief (is Ule one who) has a wife. The Ok construction (and 

its equivalents elsewhere) deserve more study. 

As for the other forms, they show qt- a 'to-be' morpheme regularly added to nouns; they show a qs
morpheme regularly attached to verb forms 

4.4. SHUSWAP. 5h has a morpheme k that Kuipers calls a "hypothetical-indeterminate" article, in opposition 

to some 'actual-determinate articles. "The distinction hypothetical-indeterminate versus actuaJ-determinate," 

K says, "hinges on whether tile Ihing meant is uniquely determined for the speaker-in the case of physical 

Object: whether he could conceivably point it out" (p. 57). As I have already reported in section 4.1, K 

explains that "hypothetical articles are found especially in interrogative, imperative and conditional 

sentences, in negative sentences, and in sentences referring to the future" (p. 57). 50 'future' and 'to-be' 

are subsets of 'hypothetical-indeterminate.' All the negative commands listed on page 82, in fact, show k. 
These commands are "expressed with the 3rd pers. suffixal form of ta?: t<I?WJS k-?sktekst don't let go!, 

t<I?WJS k-snx"ntex don't believe him!, t,\?W;)S k-sldxncecmx don'rrell on me!, t<I?W;)S eyf? k-?sxflm don'r 

do ir!, t<I?W;)S fyf? k-sxHtx don '{ do i{ {ilar way!" Not only do they show k, they also show s (and in two 
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cases 's)u. K says that the s of (».1' is the nominalizer that accompanies all negatives ~ith "ta? it is not 
the case ... with the article k" (p. 81). But Sh also has a prefix 'so, a prefix that Klabels in order to (p. 

72). Here's what K says about it: "It is possible that this prefix is bimorphemic and contains the nominal

izer, as the lsg. possessive prefix is inserted between? and s" (p. 43). The examples he gives in that 

sections are given below; more interesting are those listed in the syntax, section 34. which I reproduce in its 

entirety following the first paradigm with 'so: 
cuct-kn ?n-s-?fl-ln 

cut ?s-?ftn-s 

... t-?-s-?fin I6 

... ?s-?ftn-kt 

.•. ?s-?fin-mp 

.•. ?s-?ftn-s k":lx" 

I want to eat 

he wants to eat 

id. thee 

id. us (incl.) 

id. you (pl.) 

id. us (excl.) 

34 USE OF THE ?S-FORM. The ?s-form always refers to a fact. often with a shade of goal

directedness. Examples: cl1ct·kn ?ns?i?-In J want to eal. cut-n-k t-?s?fin do you want to eat?, 
x"?us-k t_sqw;)~ you're eager 10 go, hi? k-sqnmins ?skfcxs she didn't want to go there (VllI: 135). 

X-yx"yem-n-k t-')s?iin do YOII 11'011110 eal?, me? k"ek~nlx-kn ?nsyeyplx me mstncuctwn ?nsplqfq'lx 

J'lllry to go up Ihere Clntl do my beSllo rC'lurn, me? te"ens-:lk"e ?SC:Ixntes he's going 10 Iry andjix 
it. x:ltxet yj? ?s?elksts he '.I' o/\\'o)'s willing 10 work, qfx"t-nke ?sc?:Ii?utx's they seem to be reluctant 
to come in. nxei-n-k t-?st';x!'pxen Clre you afraid of having aflOl tire? ?ex k":lx" y-yex:ls ?sx·ups 

we're packing to go, q'xec/sx"up k"OlX' ?swewlms we sel out to go fishing, clxmstex t-?sl'xme 

you know how 10 knil (/1('/.1'), m-x:lnwein-k t-?sex"m you are able 10 swim. With impersonal main 

verbs: xkacxus t-?sqWxec iI'S lime .lilr )'OU 10 go, cuk" ?sknux"nx you mUSI help him. x":liye? 

?st'eks he '/I come soon, kck'me?'1 ')sx"eyts Ihe), almOSI perished. With different subject in main and 

subordinate verb: m-cuncn t-?sq"xec I tolt! you to go, m-xcwn~ms ?nspipxm he suggested / 
hinted for me to go hllllling. me? kaxcxfn t-?s?e'lkst I'll give you work to do (VII:69). k"uk~lm-kn 

?swl'ilms I make him lallgh (p. 86-87). 

15 Aert Kuipers writes to me that in these two cases "we have 2nd pers. possessive ?s- (sect. 11.4). and 
the following -s- is simply the nominalizer... [n Sh there is no prefix s- referring to future or intention" 
(p.c.). and he directs me to the explanation that" As is the case with si,,!ple nominalizations. the possessive 
paradigm is characteristic of itr. verbs only" (Kuipers 1974:43). In other words, K identifies the s- found 
in these forms as the nomilltllizer because these forms are inflected with the possessive person markers. and 
possessive person markers are typical of nominal constructions. 

16?_S_ here represents the telescoping of the second person possessive ,- with the ?s-. The t- of the 
second form is an article, a form which. incidentally, alternates with k. 
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One of these examples shows the prefix with k: ta? k-sqnmfns ?skfcxs she didn't want to go there; I would 

suggest a reading 'negative-inten,' "she wouldn't go, didn't intend to go. "17 And instead of the reading "a 

fact. with a shade of goal-directedness" for what the 's- forms refer to. I would suggest that "future 

intention" fits as well, borrowing Reichard's label 'intentional' of the cognate form. 

4.5. 'nfOMPSON. Th has a particle that Thompson and Thompson label 'unrealized.' Here is their 

description of the form: "[n frequent opposition to Ut.aU is UkaU UNREALIZED, which marks adjuncts 

referring to matters that are unknown, unreal, or contrary-to-fact-occasionally simply indefinite-to be 

established in the future. if at all" (p. 150). The following examples has two ks: 

?e Ihiia?q- us k e?-slnuk~e? >1u?e k sI:di-n-lI' 
UNR friend ... , UNR NOM/clothe ... 

'if your friend is naked. clothe him' 

the first k accompanies 'your friend,' presumably 'hypothetical friend,' where 'friend' is a nominal 

construction. The second k, however, immediately precedes a transitive verb that begins with so. Similarly 

k'flk'e?t k s-nfl'"'toq"-s 

near ... UNR NOM-boil ... 

'it is close to boiling' 

shows k preceding 'a 3rd person form that begins with SO. 

In their grammar of Th, the Thompsons do not. as far as 1 can see, discuss a prefix s- that can be identified 

as the cognate of Cr s- inten. There are several places, however. where forms can be seen as containing the 

equivalent of an s- 'inten.' prefix. Where they discuss the "introductory predicative" I?e 'there is .... it is 

(that) .... that is ... ,' the authors also refer to an "incantation formula with the reflexive: f?~ ws ... k e'-s ... -
cUt," and though their interlincariza\ions gloss s- as NOM, an interpretation 'future' is not implausible: 

/?e ws met k e?-slq'ay'--n-cu .. t 

'shoot yourselves!' (/il. 'may you come to be shot) 

/?e ws met k e?-slyal'-e-cut 

'drag yourselves!' 

Perhaps more suggestive are the first two forms the Thompsons list in section 35.2 INTERROGATIVE

INDEFINITES: 

Ike?e k e?-s-xWuy' Ines? 

17K writes to me that "the notion 'intention' is ill-suited to e.g. the example they seem to be reluctant 10 

come in, where you have the opposite of an intention (or an intention of the opposite). I would therefore 
stick to 'a fact. often with a shade of goal-directedness' ... I think this is not too different from the use of 
Eng!. 'to'. which often has a shade of destination ... " (p.c.). N. Mattina advises that lexical aspect should 
be kept separate from sentential aspect. She tells me "Assuming that s- intent is an inflectional mood that 
expresses the attitude of the speak('/' towards a proposition, the translation 'they SEEM to be reluctant .. .' 
conveys the apparent intelll ... There is no need for a negative intent" (p.c.). 
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'will you go?' 
c/ke?e k s-x'uy' -ep IqWcfyx 

'are you people about to leave?' 

as are two of the examples listed in 35.32: 

s/tem e site? k s-k'u'/k'w-et-n-e 

'I will not step on if 

s/tem e site? k s/te'I[<lI]-ix-s 

'he couldn't stand up' 

and most of all, all the examples listed in 35.33 PROHIBITIVES: 

Item us te?e k e?-s-(e)sik<l'I:xJn 

'don't go barefoot!' 

Icult us k s/k'ft-ix-m-cm-x" 
·don't come near me! I 

Icult us k e?-s-yu?'/yu?s:x5n 

'don't trip!' 
Icult us k s/J("en-x' xe?e k e?-s/m\q~ 

'stop taking this that you'd be stealing!' 

Icult us Iq;!s-t-ex' i 
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'don't scratch (that particular place you're scratchin~)!' (cf. /cuk!" us k e?-slqas-cut 'don't scratch 

(yourself)! ') ! 
1 would argue that in all these examples .\"- is not to be!identified with .1'- NOM, but with s- cognate in form 

and function to Cr .1'- 'inten.' ", \ 

~ \ 
4.6. LILLOOET. Lilloet has a postc1iti~'::.:~(a)t which va~ Eijk glosses 'remote future, possibility;' I find in 

van Eijk no mention of something Ihal cOll)d...~e ide~ed as s- 'intentional,' but irs appropriate to follow 

his discussion of other forms wilh So. His dissertation treats the "nominalizer s-" (section 9), and the 

"stative prefix .1'-" (section 10.1.2). The latter, added to a stem, "indicates a state resulting from an action. 

Intransitive stems with stative s- are best translated by a present (active) or past (passive) participle" (p. 61). 

All examples, disappointingly, are single words. In lesson 37 of his pedagogical grammar one finds the 

following: 
When we want to tell somebody not to do something, we use the forms for "you did not ... " and 

"you folks did not ... " we learn!d in lesson 27; however, instead of r"?aoz we use r"?aozas, so we 

get r"?{wzas " ... sntik""?OlllLT'" "don't you help him!'", r"?aozas k!" sx"'itensal'ap "don't you folks 

whistle at him!" etc. (p. 56-57). 
The s- prefix is in all these forms, but is not discussed. Similarly, in all the forms of lesson 27, the s- is 

there, but is not identified. Note, however, that all the forms in lesson 27 are of the kind 'X did not ... ,' 

aspectually different from those one could label 'prohibitives;" it does not therefore seem appropriate to 

identify this .1'- with either the "nominalizer" or the "stative," but all interpretation "Inten.· fits the facts. 
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